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Like all research, this is on-going. If you know more, or are descended 
from any of the families involved, please get in touch with the author via 
Lyme Regis Museum. 

 
Summary 
Woollen cloth has been made in the Lim Valley from at least medieval times, 
but this paper is more about the factories in Lyme Regis and Uplyme that 
made high-quality West of England coat cloths. The factories in Lyme were 
bankrupt in 1847, leaving the Uplyme factory to soldier on against Yorkshire 
competition until it was destroyed by fire in 1866, whilst being modernised. In 
Lyme the factories were started up again in the 1850s to make silk thread and 
hemp twine, but only for a short period; these are the subjects of other papers 
in this series.  
 

This paper contains:  
 

 the background to the trade, 

 the history of the factories and 

 a walking trail to see the mills. 
 

Cloth making – the essential process in a nutshell 
Sheep fleeces are packed on the farm into big canvas bags called woolsacks.  
At the factory the fleeces are scoured (washed) to remove lanolin (wool-
grease), dirt and adhering vegetable material. Then the fleeces are scribbled 
(torn up into pieces), combed and carded to produce rovings, long strips of 
wool ready for spinning.  
 

 
Washed and combed fleece being fed into a carding machine 

at Coldharbour Mill, Uffculme, Devon 
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Spinning means to draw out and twist - and by this process the scales of the 
individual wool fibres lock together to produce a thread known as a single. 
This will come undone if the thread is not kept taut. By plying or doubling or 
reverse-twisting singles the threads combine to make a stable yarn. Yarn may 
be plied with two or more threads and, suitably wound onto skeins, bobbins, 
tops or quills used for weaving cloth or carpets, knitting or other uses. All 
these processes can be done using simple hand tools: hand powered 
machines or water, steam or electrically powered factory-scale machines 
merely copy and speed the essential processes of hand carding, spinning and 
weaving.  
 

 
A spinning mule at the Welsh National Woollen Museum, Drefach-Felindre, 
Carmarthenshire. The carriage runs towards the camera pulling out and twisting the 
rovings, which are drawn from the drums on top of the machine. The carriage then 
runs back as the now spun thread is wound onto the spindle bobbins.  Next the 
bobbins are taken to another machine and two or more of the thread are plied 
together to make a yarn which will not unravel.  
 

  
Left: a spinning jenny part found by the Old Factory site in Mill Green – this cam-
controlled arm evenly distributes the thread across the spindles. When the jenny is 
working, it rises and falls as the carriage returns. Right:  a similar in place on a late 
19thC spinning mule at the Welsh Woollen Museum, which kindly supplied the image 
of the machine and identified the part found in Lyme.  
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Dyeing can take place in the fleece, after spinning or after the cloth has been 
woven, depending on the finish required. Natural dyes and mordants, which 
fix and alter the colour, would have been locally produced where possible. 
Some dyestuffs and mordants were imported: some at high cost from exotic 
places. Only by the time the last Lim Valley cloth factory closed had artificial 
dyes emerged from the Perkins laboratory in Bradford and Bayer in Germany.  
 
Weaving remained a hand-powered, cottage-based craft trade even when 
carding and spinning had been mechanised; power looms only appeared late 
in the history of the Lim Valley cloth trade. Weavers, in particular, would have 
served a long apprenticeship and travelled to get jobs when the cloth trade 
finished: other wool workers were much less mobile. 
 

 
Hand loom such as could have been used in weaver’s cottages in Lyme 

 
 
Finishing the woven cloth would involve mending any imperfections in the 
weaver’s pieces, then fulling: washing in hot water followed by heavy 
mechanical treatment to full the cloth, i.e. shrink the cloth, close the weave 
and felt the surface. Fulling was mechanised in early 12th century (Ponting 
1957).  
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Mechanical fulling machines at the Welsh National Woollen Museum. On the 
left wooden “feet” beat the cloth in a tub of warm sudsy water, on the right a 
rocking motion in warm sudsy water felts the cloth 
 
 
From early times it appears that cloth was brought to Lyme from a wide 
hinterland by packhorse for fulling and finishing at the former Horn Tavern Mill 
at the foot of Colway Lane, before export.   
 
After fulling, cloth would have been tentered or racked, that is, stretched and 
hung up to dry in the open on wooden frames on tenterhooks to bleach in the 
sun and shrink back to shape before ironing. Rack Fields or Tenter Grounds 
could be grazed by sheep. 
 

 
A tenter rack loaded with Welsh flannel at the Welsh National Woollen  
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Steam Tentering Machine at the Welsh National Woollen Museum – the cloth 
is unfolded from a wet tray on the floor, stretched and dried on a hot, steamy 
drum.  
 
 
Further finishing processes would involve brushing up the nap using fuller’s 
teasels set in gigs. Shearing was the next stage, cutting the napped surface 
smooth with, at first large hand-held shears by shearmen, then by using 
cutting machines, with cylindrical rotating blades like a lawn mower. 
  

 
A Teasel Gig at the Welsh National Woollen Museum –note the fuller’s teasel 
heads mounted in the iron frame which rotated over the cloth surface, teasing 
up the fibres to make a rougher surface, ultimately a billiard table baize. 
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The finished cloth would be ready for sale or export, rolled into flat bolts, 
which used to be a familiar sight in tailor’s shops. In earlier times bolts were 
sent to the Cobb for export. Each bolt would be inspected, certified and sealed 
by the Borough Cloth Measurer, although finished bolts brought from 
Somerset for export from the Cobb would be sealed by officials in the county. 
 

 
Somerset Lead Alnage Cloth Seal found at Ware Farm, Uplyme – had the bolt 
been stolen from the Cobb and the incriminating seal discarded? The seal 
was needed for export and sale of the bolt as a mark of quality. The object 
was imaged by Mike Applegate before being sent to the Portable Antiquities 
Scheme, who dated it as 1665 and returned it to the finder. The scheme’s 
record is: 
 

Unique ID: DEV-79E9E7 

Object type certainty: Certain 
Workflow status: Awaiting validation  

A post-medieval lead alloy cloth seal. The seal is made up of four sub-
circular discs with an inter-connecting strip. The two middle discs are 
larger and are marked on both sides; one disc reads ' * SOMER[...]' (for 
Somerset) with the initials 'PW' in the centre. The other middle disc has 
two lions rampant, left, with the number '65' below. The two outer discs 
are smaller in size; one has a rivet, and there is a hole in the other. The 
seal is bent in half at the middle, and the rivet clips into the hole on the 
other outer disc. In the medieval and post-medieval periods, there was 
a complex system known as 'alnage' to ensure that the shape and 
quality of woollen cloth was of a particular standard. Lead seals, such 
as this one, were placed onto the cloth as proof that the cloth met a 
particular standard. 
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Wool Products of the Lim Valley Mills 
In the Lim Valley we see the gradual application of factory processes to 
methods which had been used to produce woollen cloth for centuries. These 
factories were fully integrated cloth mills, fleece in, finished cloth out, although 
weaving probably involved outwork in worker’s cottages, payment being for 
pieces of cloth produced.  
 
The amount of outwork reduced generally as power looms were introduced 
from around the 1820s, but the question of weaving outwork in the Lim Valley 
remains open owing to lack of hard evidence. 
 
The “old drapery”, in which the south west specialised, evolved in the 16th 
century. The typical products were kersey cloths or Dorset dozens, coarse 
narrow cloths woven from long fibre wool and usually ribbed. They were 
lighter than the traditional broadcloth had been. Some of the kersies were fine, 
maybe pure worsted, whereas others were coarser, maybe a woollen/worsted 
mix (in worsted yarns the short fibres are combed out leaving the long fibres 
to be tightly spun and multiple-plied, making a thin and strong woollen thread).  
 
Dutiable exports across Lyme Cobb included woollen cloth in the early 16th 
century - to St Malo, Morlaix, and La Rochelle in Brittany and to Spanish 
ports. They came from a hinterland extending to Taunton, Chard and Tiverton, 
as well as including the cloth produced locally (Stephens 1973). At this time 
the principal land route into Lyme for cloth exports was the packhorse way 
down the valley from Uplyme, past the fulling mill at Horn Tavern (Wanklyn 
1927). This mill disappeared some time after 1844, as fulling moved to 
Colway Mill, now Higher Mill Flats.  
 
From the middle of the 18th century there is more detail about what was 
produced. Blanket Cloth was the general term, indeed the Waterside Factory 
at Uplyme was also called the Blanket Mill. However, like flannel in Wales, this 
is a term to describe coat cloth, although blankets were made at Waterside in 
the 1850s. Duffel is coat cloth that is still recognisably blanket-like, although is 
a later introduction. Blanket cloth in the 19th century signified heavy all-West of 
England cloths with a raised finish, as in cloak and coat cloths (Johnson 
2004). Brown beaver cloth was the best quality coat cloth, for gentlemen’s 
morning and coachmen’s greatcoats. It was heavy, almost waterproof, 
windproof and mudproof. It was so dense that it could be cut without fraying. 
An invoice of 1838 from William Stanton & Co’s Fordington Mill at Dorchester 
shows the purchase of 18 yards (c.16.5m) of Brown Beaver at 9/9d (49p) a 
yard), £6 1/6d total (£600 in 2014 prices), an expensive purchase indeed! 
 
The weight of these blanket cloths was successively reduced, from 40oz per 
yard of 66in broadcloth to 20oz per yard by the late 18th century (Ponting 
1957). By comparison, modern worsted suiting weighs 8-9 oz per yard. Serge 
is the familiar military and railway uniform cloth, and would be finished to 
produce a thick, dense cloth with a raised nap. Roberts (1834) wrote that 
serges were exported to Ancona in Italy by Lyme vessels, bringing back 
Mediterranean dyestuffs.  
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Shortly before Roberts was writing, shoddy cutting machinery was developed 
in Yorkshire which resulted in shoddy goods which competed for price, but not 
quality, with goods from the south west. Shoddy is waste wool and rags, cut 
up, scribbled, combed, carded and mixed with new wool to cheapen the yarn. 
Mixing in shoddy started about 1815, and became rife by 1840 -1850. Today 
we feel better about shoddy woollen goods if they are marked as recycled. 
Many south western mills continued to have a market because of the quality 
of their specialist products. We know from Ensor (1895) that competition from 
shoddy goods was responsible for the end of the Lyme mills.  
 
By the early 19th century fashion required greater reduction in cloth weights, to 
less than 20oz per yard, making manufacture increasingly difficult and 
requiring a change to worsteds from blanket cloth, although the term drab was 
still applied. The colours may have been drab to our way of thinking, but coat 
cloths such as duffels and serges are usually muted shades of browns and 
greys, even today.  
 
Quality was what these mills specialised in, not lightweight fabrics. In the 19th 
century the high-class woollen trade was pushed to the fringes, where 
coatings provided the best remaining trade, followed by riding cloths such as 
twills (Ponting 1975). Wool production moved from small, riverside mills in 
South West England and Wales to large steam powered mills in Yorkshire, as 
Bradford came to dominate the wool trade. Only specialist cloth producers 
survived outside Yorkshire, such as the Waterside Factory in Uplyme, which 
installed steam power in 1866, presumably to increase output. Unfortunately, 
this resulted in the destruction of the factory by fire, marking the end of Lim 
Valley cloth manufacture. 
 
The Early History of the Cloth Trade in the Lim Valley 
England grew rich on the wool and cloth trade in medieval times, but Flanders 
monopolised the weaving of English wool so much so that woollen 
manufacturing, which had been successful in England, was lost during the 
reigns of Henry II and Richard I (1154 - 1199) to foreign competition. There 
was a revival in English production from 1331, much helped by Edward III, 
who in 1337 prohibited the export of wool and the import of cloth and 
encouraged Flemish weavers to settle in England, so that before long cloth 
was entirely woven at home. By 1360 salt, wine and woollen cloth were the 
principal commodities crossing Lyme Cobb. 
 
The first detailed report of the cloth trade in the Lim Valley was that of an 
Exchequer Commission held in Lyme in 1608 to consider export duties (Betty 
1974). This showed that although Dorset had grown rich on wool, much of the 
wool was processed into cloth elsewhere and local cloth production was of 
poor quality, although good quality broad cloth was woven at Sherborne, 
Dorchester and elsewhere. The Commission heard evidence from Lyme 
Regis witnesses Charles Winter, tucker, Thomas Cooper, fuller and from John 
Vyney, a merchant who had lived in Normandy for twelve years and “sold 
many Dorset dozens” there. In Easter that year James I decreed in Court 
(1608) that it is lawful for Dorset merchants to transport Dorsetshire dozens, 
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made of their own Dorset wool and yarn, paying duty as for "short cloths" of 
24 yards at 6s 8d per "short cloth".  
  
The Civil War Siege of Lyme in 1644 must have severely affected the cloth 
trade; some of the factories would have been in the front line. Recovery 
appears to have been rapid, for in 1657 it was proposed to build a Cloth Hall 
on the site of the Shambles in Lyme. Although this was not built, there may 
well have been big changes in the trade locally.  
 
The Monmouth Rebellion in 1685 and the retribution that followed affected 
Lyme badly, but again the effect on the cloth trade is uncertain. By 1735, 
according to Wanklyn (1927) the wool trade in the south west was already 
feeling the effects of competition from the north of England. 
 
The Corporation officials during this period included a Cloth Measurer, sworn 
annually at the Hustings Court. For example, Francis Broadmead was sworn 
on 5th October 1674. The post included the responsibility for assessing Cobb 
dues of material for import and export, rather than necessarily quality. 
 
The Lyme Regis Cloth Mills – Coade, Stanton then Glyde & Co 
By 1769 the cloth mill on Mill Green, later to become known as the Old 
Factory, was operated by Samuel Coade. Coade was, in fact, an Exeter 
clothier and the uncle of Eleanor Coade, the artificial stone maker. In that year 
he leased from the Borough the cloth mill, including a fulling mill, dyehouse 
and a sluice on the river between Gosling Bridge and Mill Green, a plot of 
ground adjoining the mill and two messuages (houses), just built.  
 
The fulling mill and dyehouse was destroyed by fire in 1841, rebuilt on a 
different footprint and became a silk mill in 1854: this is the only part of the 
Old Factory now standing.  
 
In 1769 the rent was 21s per year with an initial consideration of £40 10s. 
(Lyme Regis Museum deeds collection in the Dorset Record Office, D/LRM).  
 
Coade must have given up the lease sometime before 1801, for in that year 
two names appear in the record that becomes familiar, that of Stanton and 
Boon. The Stanton family had cloth mills at Fordington, Dorchester and the 
Boons owned Waterside Factory in Uplyme. An insurance schedule copied 
into an insurance agent’s ledger, now in the Dorset Record Office, shows that 
Stanton & Boon were insured: covering “water, woollen and fulling mills in one 
building with offices connected” “all thatched” “no steam engine” and a 
“woollen drying stove across the river, slated”, on 18th April 1801. This “stove” 
refers to the circular ruin on the hillside above Gosling Bridge and is usually 
referred to in Lyme as the Round House, and locally was thought to have 
been a patent experimental steam fulling mill. At the time it was not covered 
by the insurers for drying wool or cotton. Similar round houses, formerly used 
for drying fleeces and mostly converted to houses, occur in the Stroud Valley 
in Gloucestershire. The diagram on the next page explains how it works. The 
Round Tower at the Black Swan Art Centre in Frome, Somerset is a restored 
example which can be visited daily. 
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The working mechanism of a Gloucestershire wool drying stove 
(Wilson 1989, with the author’s permission) 
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The Lyme Round House or fleece drying stove, Combe Street Congregational 
Chapel stands behind the tower – newspaper picture, about 1900. 

 
 

The records of the Lyme Regis Workhouse in Coombe Street (1800-1802) 
show that the Joseph Toms, the Governor, hired-out inmates to the clothiers 
and that the workhouse also had its own looms, presumably as outwork to 
Stanton’s factory, which is referred to as The Manufactory. Lyme paupers 
entered the Axminster Union Workhouse after the Lyme workhouse closed.  
 
Daily rates of pay at the Lyme workhouse were from 1s 2d for trained workers 
to 1d, presumably the latter for children. The work listed tells us much about 
what work was involved and what was being produced. Combing, spinning, 
spooling, winding, quilling (winding onto quills or paper cones to fit inside 
shuttles) and weaving were involved, showing that a fully integrated factory 
was being served. Flannel (a woollen cloth with a napped finish), worsted 
(fine, strong un-napped woollen cloth), drugget (coarse woollen cloth for floor 
and table coverings), duroy (a woollen cloth, ribbed like cotton corduroy) and 
linsey, were produced, but the linsey (normally linen) might have been linsey-
woolsey, a woollen material. Two 6 yard lengths sold for 19d and 12d a yard 
respectively, made at a wage cost of 2d a yard (Fowles 1981). 
 
In 1802 the Borough leased more houses and a malthouse at Mill Green to 
add to Stanton and Boon’s Factory, but on 5th November 1803 fire swept 
through much of Lyme, including Mill Green and destroyed the Old Factory. 
Henry Stanton must have been grateful he had insurance, for he received 
£920 from the Sun Fire Insurance Office. The schedule for this insurance in 
1801 appears on the next page and makes it clear that the drying stove was 
across the river. 
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Transcription of Manuscript Entry of Schedule of Insurance in an Office 
Ledger, assumed to be the Sun Fire Office and now in the Dorset Record 
Office 
____________________18thApril 1801______________________________ 

177.395 Henry Stanton & John Boon of Lyme Regis in Dorset Clothiers
  
£7..12.. 3 On their House Workshop and offices adjoining situate   
Q’day 1802 as aforesaid in tenure of said H Stanton 
Hallet  Weaving Only done therein not exceeding two  
IOG  hundred pounds ---------------------------------------------- 200 

Stock & Utensils therein only not exceeding three 
hundred pounds --------------------------------------------- 300 
On his Household Goods Wearing Apparel Printed 
Book & plates therein only not exceeding sixty pounds   60 
China & Glass therein only not exceeding five pounds     5 
House & offices adjoining near in the tenure of the said  
J Boon not exceeding One hundred pounds ------------- 100 
Stock & Utensils therein only not exceeding one 
hundred & sixty pounds   ------------------------------------   160 
Woodhouse only near not exceeding Twenty pounds -   20 
Water Woollen & Fulling Mills in one building with  
offices all communicating near warranted to be  
conformable to the Rules of the first Class of Woollen  
Rates in their own tenure only and that no process of  
Cotton Manufacture is done therein not exceeding two  
hundred and fifty pounds ------------------------------------   250 
Millwrights Work including all the going Gear therein  
only not exceeding fifty pounds -----------------------------   50 
Clockmakers Work Carding & breaking engines and all  
the moveable utensils therein only not exceeding four  
hundred pounds ------------------------------------------------ 400 
Stock only therein not exceeding two hundred pounds 200 
House & offices adjoining at Tatworth in the County of  
Somerset in tenure of Jos Backaller Millwright the  
property of the said H Stanton only not exceeding one  
hundred pounds ----------------------------------------------- 100 
On John Boon’s House and offices adjoining at Ilminster  
in the said County of Somerset in tenure of John  
Armstrong Mason not exceeding thirty pounds ----------  30 
Woollen drying stove only / on the opposite side of the 
River / near / stone & slated no Cotton (or) Wool Dried  
Therein not exceeding twenty five pounds----------------   25 
All thatched except as above and no stone therein unless  

 mentioned                  £2000 
NB No Steam Engine Included in this Insurance 

   W C Shawe        R Ruston            A Pole        DJ £2 
____________________________________________________________ 
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Factory Housing and Weavers Cottages at Mill Green – the Old Factory stood 
where the modern building at the end fills the gap, the spinning mule part was 
found in the back garden Silk Mill Cottage, the last house on the left. 
 
 
The Old Factory by the river was soon rebuilt, with a thatched roof, together 
with some 22 new houses at Mill Green, mainly for workers. Some time after 
the next insurance record known, a new Cloth Manufactory was built against 
Mill Green. From mid-Victorian drawings this can be seen to have a chimney 
either in the centre or at the river end, and to extend to four stories. Whether 
the chimney was for a steam engine to power spinning or for a furnace for the 
hot water supply for fulling and washing is speculation, as is when the 
chimney was built. Machinery covered in both 1801 and 1806 insurance 
schedules only included breaking and carding engines, so it is unknown when 
power was applied to spinning, but this factory contained three 60 spindle 
spinning jennies at closure, too big for hand power. Whilst the Cloth 
Manufactory was built before 1824, an 1824 survey does not show the 
chimney at that time. 
 
On 6th November 1809 the Sherborne Mercury notes that Stanton & Boon 
gave £5 towards the subscription Wall and Walk between Town and Cobb. 
But on 20th February 1819 John Boon died at the age of 50 and it appears 
that his sons stopped the partnership with Stanton and confined their activities 
to the family cloth factory at Uplyme (see later). 
 
Later, further expansion took place on a new site - the New Factory. This was 
built on Henley Estate land at the top of Mill Green some time between 1806 a 
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sketch map of 1819 in the Somerset Record Office (DD/TOR/312). This three 
storey mill was also known as Stanton’s Higher Factory and is now Jordan 
Flats. In 1847 this contained power looms, so mechanisation was well ahead 
before closure.  
 

The New Factory as converted to Jordan Flats. The waterwheel was at the far 
end. 
 
 
By 1823 William Stanton had taken over the business and joined forces with 
Samuel England and William Glyde as England, Glyde & Co, whilst the next 
John Boon to run the business restricted his activity to his Waterside Factory 
and retail drapery. William Glyde was married to Catherine Stanton, Henry 
Stanton’s daughter.  Pigot’s Trade Directory for that year states that the 
company “employs upwards of 200”. Other families came into the business 
through marriages and business partnerships over the next few years. 
 
In 1824 the Borough commissioned a survey and valuation of its property from 
John Drayton, a Lyme surveyor and merchant. The survey shows the Old 
Factory by the river which was later destroyed by fire in 1841 and the new 
Cloth Manufactory and Dye House reaching up to Mill Green, the four 
storey building rebuilt after the 1803 fire. This was largely demolished before 
1880, although part was still roofed with iron in the 1920s. A corner of the 
factory wall still supports Silk Mill Cottage on Mill Green. The Factory Garden 
is shown along the east side of Mill Green, presumably used tentering cloth. 
These are shown leased to Stanton & Co, but marginal notes in another hand 
indicate that they were sold to Glyde & Co in 1838. The houses facing the 
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factory garden on west side of Mill Green are shown leased to Samuel 
Norman, but Glyde & Co was added later. The New Factory is shown only in 
outline, as it was leased from the Henley Estate.  
 
But the clothiers were fighting back with innovations. Fulling moved from the 
old Horn Tavern Mill to Colway Mill, John Drayton’s ruined Oil Mill, using 
fulling stocks, sometime about soon after 1831. Edward Ensor joined the 
partnership in 1837, bringing in new capital. Ensor also had fireclay interests 
in Derbyshire. He married the widowed Mrs Ann England, another daughter of 
Henry Stanton. Ann’s daughter by her first marriage married John Swain 
Hooke, another partner at this time. Hooke was a draper and the manager of 
the Lyme branch of Cox and Williams Dorchester Bank, now part of Lloyds. 
Nevertheless the company was usually referred to loosely as “Glyde & Co” 
after 1823: it seems that William Glyde mostly ran the business after Henry 
Stanton died and John Boon departed. 
 
Mr R Colt-Hoare, a banker, of Stourhead in Wiltshire, wrote to the Dorset 
County Chronicle in 1828 about the great depreciation in the staple 
commodity of wool. South Downs wool had been 2/2d to 2/6d (11p - 12.5p) a 
pound and was now 9d (3.5p). Three years’ worth of the wool crop is rotting in 
farmers’ stores - because between 1824 and 1825 there had been a 30% 
increase in wool production in New South Wales. “We must insist on British 
wool!” states Colt-Hoare. This reduction in price must have helped the 
clothiers keep costs down at a time of rising competition from Yorkshire 
shoddy goods. However, the times must have been difficult for the clothiers, 
for the 1831 census return gives employment in woollen manufactures in 
Dorset as only 80, “chiefly in Lyme Regis”, clearly well down from “upwards of 
200” of 1823. At the time Roberts reports a shortage of housing in Lyme; 50 
families could not be housed which must have affected trade as Lyme was 
recovering from its earlier depression. 
 

Partnership History of the Lyme Regis Cloth Factories 
 
Post 1769- pre1801  
Samuel Coade 
Pre 1801- before 1823 

Henry Stanton and John Boon 
1823- 1828 
Stanton, England & Glyde, also appears as England, Glyde & Co 
1824  

Stanton & Co, Glyde & Co 
1830  
England, Glyde & Co  
1838 

Glyde & Co. 
1840 - 1842 
Glyde, Ensor & Co 
1841  
Glyde, Ensor, Hooke & Gregory 
1844 - 1848  
Glyde, Williams & Co 
1847 
William Glyde bankrupt, factory closes and assets disposed for John Attwood MP as security for loan 
 
Compiled from Leases, Trade Directories and Drayton’s Survey, subject to the lag effect inherent in 
trade data 
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John Drayton’s Survey for the Borough, 1824 

The plan shows the Mill Green area in detail. The curving street of Mill Green shows cloth workers 
housing as rebuilt after the 1801 fire. All the houses shown are still standing, but Drayton does not 
generally show non-Borough property, apart from Stanton’s Higher Factory (the New Factory), shown 
under the plan’s title. The Factory Garden is clearly shown, enclosed by the four-storey Cloth Factory to 
the north, destroyed some time before 1880, the dye house and mill on the river side, which was 
destroyed in 1841 and replaced to become the Silk Mill and a high wall against Mill Green to the west. 
The Glydes lived in the third house going up north Mill Green (no 69 on plan, now No.10 Mill Green); the 
Ensors next door again (68 on plan, now 1 Dolphin Cottages. The impounded section of the River Lim is 
shown, held up by sluices, here called hatches. Gosling Bridge is at the bottom of the map. 
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An extensive portfolio of Borough property was auctioned on 21st November 
1838 in the Guildhall to pay off its mortgage, used to fight the Fanes at the 
High Court, from Lyme MP, J F Pinney. Included in the sale were the Old 
Factory and much of Mill Green: 
 
The sale poster and post-sale report shows that properties purchased by 
Glyde and Co, previously leased by them, were: 
 

 Lot 25 - Cottage, stable and gighouse (where teasel napping was 
done) 

 Lot 26 - Large garden adjoining lot 25 

 Lot 27 – The Cloth Manufactory (adjacent to Mill Green), Dyehouse 
and ground between the Garden and the Fulling Mill (lots 27 and 28 
comprise the Old Factory) 

 Lot 28 – The Fulling Mill (on ground which later became the Silk Mill 
by the river) and premises with a right of roadway in front of the Cloth 
Manufactory 

 Lots 40, 41, 45-9, 50 51, 53 - Houses and Gardens at the upper end 
of Mill Green, previously leased by Mr J Edwards. Lot 40 occupied by 
James French, 41 by John French,  45 by S Hawker [Cloth Factory 
Worker], Lot 46 by Mr Discott, Lot 47 Mr Hoskins [a weaver], 48 D 
Collins, Lot 49 occupied by Edward Ensor [partner], Lot 50 occupied by 
William Glyde [partner] 
 
In addition Edward Ensor bought:  
 

 Lot 53 Pickles Orchard - occupied by James French and purchased 
by Edward Ensor and previously leased by J Edwards (Pickles 
Orchard, at the back of Mill Green, was recently built up as Dolphin 
Close). 
 
Unsold were the following Mill Green houses which may have been 
occupied by cloth workers: 
 
Lots 42 Houses and Gardens occupied by Robert Elliott, 43 by 
Abraham Alford, 44 by W Elliott. 

 
The Old Factory fetched £560, together with the houses and gardens. The 
sale did not include the New Factory because it was on Henley ground. Many 
of the houses in Mill Green were later shown as owned by Edward Ensor.  
 
Next year, deeds confirm the sale. Financing the purchase must have been 
difficult, bringing in the Williams banking family of Dorchester. Another name 
in the partnership was that of Gregory. In a complicated arrangement the 
partners and others, including Josiah Flight, flax spinner of Broadwindsor and 
Broad Street draper, Robert Hillman, Lyme Solicitor and William May, grocer, 
make available a malthouse, a fulling mill with dyehouse and a sluice or 
floodhatch, the cloth factory and a fulling mill, pond, cottages and gardens for 
the use of the company. John Swain Hooke paid £151 15s for his quarter 
share of the purchase, with Edward Ensor paying the same for another 
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quarter share. Exactly who purchased the other half is not known, presumably 
all or some of Flight, May and Williams, but the effect was that Glyde, Ensor 
and Co continued to produce cloth. (D/LRM/A6/1/7-9).  
 
The Ensors were Wesleyans, unlike the later silk family, the Lawtons, who 
were Congregationalists. This explains why the Dolphin Inn was not 
established in Mill Green during the Ensor’s time in Lyme: it was the very 
house which they had occupied. William Glyde was on the Borough Finance 
Committee when the account of the sale was published by John Drayton, who 
became Mayor in 1840. 
 

 
Corporation real estate sale account to HM Treasury, dated 1840. Glyde & 
Co’s purchases of mill freeholds occur in the left hand column from no 25, no 
40 and in the third column from no. 41, totalling £1,226 (£112,000 at 2014 
values). The money needed service the loan helped bring the company down 
by 1847. J S Hooke bought no.24, occupied by the Misses Harvey, who were 
linen drapers in Coombe Street according to the trade directories for 1823-
1830, and Edward Ensor no.53. 
 
 
By 1840 Glyde, Ensor & Co. are making drab top-coat cloths, much 
celebrated in the south west, according to Pigot’s Trade Directory. These had 
been much in demand by coachmen for warm, wind, water and mud proof 
coats, but competition from Yorkshire shoddy goods was putting paid to this 
trade (Ensor 1895). 
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John Wood’s 1841 Plan of Lyme Regis (Wanklyn 1927) shows the mills 
complete, belonging to Glyde, Ensor, Hooke and Gregory, but the Tithe Map 
of the same year shows a different story, with the part of the Old Factory down 
by the river destroyed (by fire).  
 
In 1841 the Glyde, Ensor, Hooke and Gregory partnership breaks down. 
Edward Ensor had appointed his son, Edward to manage the drapery shop in 
Lyme. Edward junior believed that his father had been tricked, mainly by John 
Hooke, in connection with a potential partnership in the Williams & Cox Bank, 
which Hooke managed in Lyme. Arriving to see the Old Factory burned to the 
ground and sensing that Hooke was poisoning his father against him, loading 
all the blame on him for the decline in the business, the son decided to head 
to South Africa to his younger brother’s ostrich farm The Ensor drapery and 
the factory closed. Ensor junior reported (wrongly it turned out) that it was 
decided not to rebuild the burnt out factory (Ensor 1895).   
 

 
Edward Ensor junior, who died in New Zealand on 9th Nov 1906.  

 
Meanwhile Edward Ensor senior had acquired cheaply a fireclay business in 
Church Gresley, Derbyshire, which he was keen to see and to manage. The 
poor relationship between Hooke and his son probably eased the senior 
Ensor’s move to Derbyshire, where another son, Henry Loader Ensor, took 
the opportunity to be trained in the new business (Bourne, pers com). Hooke 
took the Cox & Williams Bank’s branch from the Ensor drapery to his own 
drapery shop (Ensor 1895). At some stage later the Bank ended up in a house 
belonging to Josiah Flight, another draper associated with the partnership, 
where it still is, as Lloyds, 54 Broad Street. 
 
However, the decision not to rebuild the Old Factory was reversed. It was 
rebuilt in a slightly different position, at a different angle to the river and it is 
still standing. The business partnership between Ensor and Hooke was 
formerly dissolved in 1843, Hooke describing himself as Woolstapler and 
Linen Draper (London Gazette 29th November 1843). William Glyde remained 
the manager and in 1842 the factory was said to be in “full swing”, employing 
many hands (Dunster 1892). 
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The Old and New Factories in 1903 – the Cloth Manufactory at the 
Old Factory site east of Mill Green has gone, the Factory Garden is a 
blank space and down by the river is the mill which still survives, by the 
sluice. The New Factory lies to the North West. The circular building 
above the word “Gosling’s Bridge” is the wool drying stove or Round 
House. Most of the buildings on this map survive today, but the fields 
and gaps have been built over. 
 

 
The part of the Old Factory by the river that was rebuilt by 1842. This is 

the upper part of the two-storey mill which straddled the mill race. The far end 
wall of the mill stands in the river. Here it is being refurbished as flats. 
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The 1844 Tithe Apportionment gives William Glyde as owner or lessee of all 
the mills – Old Factory, New Factory, Higher Mill, Colway Mill and the Fulling 
Tower: 

202 “Cloth Factory, Offices and Garden”, shown as owner (Old 
Factory) 
473 “Horn Tavern Mill & Orchard”, leased from Henley Estate 
474 “House mill & orchard”, leased from Henley Estate (Colway Mill) 
479 “New Mills and garden”, leased from Henley Estate (New or 
Stanton’s Higher Factory)  
482 “Lower Early Mead and Garden”, leased from Henley (the drying 
stove and the field in which it is located).  
 

The field known as 484 Rack Close occupied by George Poole in the Tithe 
Apportionment, now built over between Anning Road and the New Factory 
(Jordan Flats), may have been used as a tentering ground, ie land where wool 
cloth was stretched to dry on tenter frames, as this is what rack close or rack 
field usually means, but there is no other evidence for the use of this field and 
it could refer to some other use. It could have been rented by the partnership. 
Earlier, in 1817, Stanton & Co had leased another Rack Close behind the 
New Factory from the Henley Estate (SRO DD/TOR/312) 
 

 
Two of Lyme’s Rack Closes (there were others) shown on the 1841 Tithe 
Map (left) and a 1960s OS map (right). 
 
An undated mid-Victorian drawing (John Fowles 1991) shows the top floor of 
a tall five-bayed mill building with chimney at one end where the Old Factory 
stood. Shackelford’s engraving of c.1867 of Lyme from Colway Hill shows a 
mill with at least three stories and a chimney in the centre in the valley bottom. 
This is one of the mills at the Old Factory, quite likely the one now lost, but 
which survived the 1841 fire. At the 1847 sale this was described as four 
storeys.  
 
Colway Mill was used by Gylde and Co as a fulling mill. It had been an oil mill, 
but was rescued from ruin and converted to replace Horn Tavern Fulling Mill. 
It is now known as Higher Mill Flats and has been used in turn for oil pressing, 
fulling, twine making, electricity generation, as builder’s depot and for housing. 
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Colway Mill (or Higher Mill), Gylde & Co's Fulling Mill. The miller’s house 
was demolished after this image was taken, when the mill appears disused. It 
is doubtful if it was ever a corn mill. It is now Higher Mill Flats on Windsor 
Terrace. 
 
 
In 1844 there was another big fire in Lyme, but unlike the 1801 fire it did not 
extend as far as Mill Green. William Glyde happened to be Mayor at the time. 
The London Gazette of 2nd January 1846 records removal of a name 
previously unnoticed from the partnership of William Glyde Senior and Junior, 
that of a J Anstice. By 1847, in the year of Hooke’s mayoralty, things turn very 
bad for the business.   

    
Closure of the Lyme Regis Mills – a murky tale of failed election bribery 
and retribution 
A series of wet summers, culminating in 1847 had already caused a crisis in 
farming at home and in Ireland, famine. This coincided with a general 
stockmarket crash brought about by over speculation in railway schemes (the 
“Railway Mania”). A bad dip in the cloth trade coincided. Following years of 
poor trade prospects owing to Yorkshire competition, Glyde & Co, unable to 
borrow any more money to keep the business going and unable to pay back 
what they owed became bankrupt, with J S Hooke as a trustee in the affairs of 
the company. The business was forced to close: Wanklyn (1927) states that 
the New Factory was last to close. Evidence given by William Glyde and his 
son, William, to the Select Committee on the Lyme Regis Election Petition 
(Glyde 1848) shows that William Glyde senior was in severe personal 
financial difficulties.  
 
After failed approaches to the Williams & Cox and National Provincial Banks 
for loans, Glyde was desperate. Mr George Denis O'Kelly Templer, a Lyme 
solicitor, on hearing Glyde’s story, suggested that Mr Attwood, MP for 
Harwich, would loan him £4,000 at 3% for eight months. Glyde travelled up at 
short notice to meet Attwood at his London home in Park Lane, using the new 
overnight mail train from Taunton. True to the principles of a manufacturer of 
the time, Glyde was a reformist, but agreed, against his better judgement, that 
he could guarantee twenty Tory votes at the 1847 Parliamentary Election in 
return for £3,000 (£278,000 at 2014 prices) loan at 3%, a huge sum given that 
the Old Factory had only fetched £560 in 1839. Attwood took the business, 
houses and life policies of the Glydes as security. 
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The Inquiry concerned the buying of votes. Attwood was a notorious “buyer” of 
votes in the still somewhat rotten boroughs of Harwich, Lyme, Athlone, 
Portarlington and Kinsale. Attwood had bought High Cliff house in Lyme and 
treated and bribed to get votes for his man, the Tory Sir William Fitzroy Kelly. 
O’Kelly Templar was Attwood’s “fixer” in Lyme. The Inquiry found corrupt 
practices had gone on, struck three names off the poll and resolved that 
Neville Abdy, the Reform Party candidate had been duly elected as Lyme’s 
MP all along. William Glyde’s son William had been given a railway 
construction job at Moreton-in-Marsh on Attwood’s pet project, Oxford, 
Worcester & Wolverhampton Railway. This was to keep him out of the way 
lest he spoke out, despite it being a job as a clothier he knew nothing about. 
 
In fact, Glyde failed to secure any votes and so before the election G D 
O’Kelly Templer “got an execution order against the premises" for non-
payment of interest. Indeed at the Inquiry Templer had said that Glyde could 
have stayed in his house if only he had paid some of the interest due. The 
business was auctioned, but the result is not clear except that the premises 
subsequently passed through the hands of Hooke, Ensor senior, O’Kelly 
Templer and the Williams Bank.  
 

 
Artist’s impression of William Glyde senior giving evidence at the House 
of Lords Select Committee. Drawn for LR Museum by Brian Maltravers 
 
 
William Glyde senior had lost his business, his house and was now 
“unfortunate”. It is difficult to understand the shame that must have befallen 
this clothier of 30 years’ service to Lyme, who had been mayor in 1845. The 
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Glyde family disappear from Lyme. Ian Bourne, a descendent of Lyme clothier 
families England, Bourne and Stanton, now living in Australia, has kindly 
searched on-line records from which it appears that William Glyde and his 
wife Catherine both died in Chard about 1850. Attwood was subsequently 
prosecuted for bribery and lost his fortune in turn. 
 

 
No 10 Mill Green, the “Factory House” that William Glyde lost. Edward Ensor 
had lived in the house on this side of it, later part of the Dolphin Inn. No. 10 
looked directly into the Factory Garden opposite. 
 
 
The effect of the decline and closure on the work force 
In the 1841 census, taken just after the factory fire, no more than 31 people 
were engaged in the cloth trade in Lyme Regis, the average age of whom was 
42, with a span of 20 to 70. This represents a continued fall from the “upwards 
of 200” in 1823 and the “most of 80” in 1831. Two or more of this number, 
living nearer Uplyme, may have walked to the Waterside Factory. Otherwise 
most lived very close to the Old and New Factories, with twenty in Mill Green 
and six in Jericho and nearby Hatchet. There were one each at Gosling 
Bridge and Coombe Street and one further away at Colway.  
 
Of the 31, 11 were weavers, 5 were spinners, 4 were wool sorters or staplers, 
and one each a dyer, a fuller, a cloth stapler/dresser and an office worker. 
Whether any of the weavers were outworkers, we do not know. The rest 
described themselves as either cloth makers (one) or simply “woollen factory” 
(two), apart from William Glyde (clothier) and Edward Ensor (woollen 
manufacturer).  
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The closure was sudden and dramatic, with the Glydes turned out of the 
factories in November 1846 and their homes in September 1847. James Long 
and Joseph Cox wove the last length (Bridport News 15th April 1910). It seems 
that the factories were idle for some time before this, and with no income as a 
consequence - the mortgage interest could not be paid. The mills closed and 
William Glyde and many of the workers became destitute. There is no entry 
for Glyde & Co. in the 1848 trade directory. At this time the workers would 
have not fared very well, with a country-wide trade depression. There may 
have been no alternative other than migration or entering the workhouse. Not 
many of the names of the workers are Lyme family names, suggesting a 
mobile, highly qualified workforce, able to migrate on closure. A family history 
researcher who visited the Museum in 2014 told me that his ancestor, a 
weaver, left Mill Green for Huddersfield before the closure, although I have not 
been able to corroborate this. 
 
At the 1851 census, 17 Lyme residents were still engaged in cloth making, not 
including one Irish linen weaver, with an average age of 47. Another four are 
given as retired or paupers, formerly wool workers. Of the 16, 6 are weavers, 
four spinners, one dyer, four wool staplers or sorters and one cloth finisher. 
Some could easily have walked to Uplyme, some weavers could have worked 
at home on their own account or maybe some were just not recording their 
unemployment, although that seems unlikely. From 1836-8 Lyme Regis 
became part of the Axminster Poor Law Union: entering the workhouse would 
have meant going to Axminster, taking any dependents. The Axminster Union 
workhouse lists are lost, but census returns for that town show that no Lim 
Valley cloth workers were there in 1851 and only three or four former Lim 
Valley textile workers there in 1861. 
 
By 1861 only one Lyme cloth weaver claimed to be active, maybe working for 
Waterside, whilst 4 were recorded as retired from the wool trade. Even before 
closure, conditions were not good. Hardship was considerable in these times, 
with poor and overcrowded housing even for those employed. In the 1820s 
12/- (55p) would be paid to a home work weaver for weaving factory-supplied 
yarn for a 42 yard piece, which would take three weeks (Ponting 1957).  
 
From 1820-1840 this was a poverty wage, particularly as the average hand 
loom was only half-employed. There is no evidence whether weaving was a 
home operation or not, yet it was unusual for weaving to be brought into a 
factory until power looms were installed. When they were, fewer weavers 
were required.  
 
In Lyme and Uplyme the weaver’s ages shown in census returns suggest an 
ageing community. Trade unionism was weak in the south west in the cloth 
trade and clothiers supported their staff, often living in the same community. In 
the south west clothiers often maintained hand processes for longer than 
strictly necessary to support employment, and in any case machinery was 
developed for cotton mills and it took time to be converted to wool, for 
example spinning was largely a hand operation in the south west until the 
1790s and weaving until the 1840s, although fulling was mechanised way 
from the 12th century (Ponting 1957). 
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Disposal of the Assets – and the processes at the Lyme Regis mills 
On April 9th 1847 (Dorset County Chronicle 1847) Robert Cox Walker 
auctioned the remaining leases and freeholds of the mills, cottages and 
machinery in a single lot, Lot 1. Lot 2 was the house in Mill Green which had 
been occupied by William Glyde. Lots 3 and 4 were life policies on the Glydes. 
The machinery was lotted with the buildings, suggesting that the vendor 
wanted to find a buyer who would re-start the cloth business. As much of the 
machinery was probably near obsolescence and, as the industry was steep 
decline in South West England, it is doubtful if a buyer was found. 
 
The list of machines shows that this was a fully integrated woollen mill – from 
raw fleece to finished cloth. The inclusion of a jack billy and spinning jennies 
suggest that it was rather old fashioned, as such machines were being 
overtaken elsewhere by spinning mules. Moreover, wool, yarn and cloth must 
have been transferred from building to building in Lyme more than would be 
strictly necessary if all machinery had been better placed. The machinery 
comprised: 
 

At the Old Mill Factory (four stories high, and at the dye house)  

1. 13 weaving looms (probably mainly hand looms judging from weaver’s 
job titles and the slow introduction of power looms from 1820 onwards 
in the south west. Maybe these had been outworkers looms taken back 
to the factory after closure) 

2. 3 x 60 spindle spinning jennies (for spinning rovings into yarn) 
3. 2 warping bars (for setting up warps for looms) 
4. 7 racks (for setting up warps for looms) 
5. 2 cloth dressing machines (for raising the nap on finished cloth) 
6. 1 large and 3 smaller copper furnaces (for hot water, required for 

washing fleeces and finishing cloth) 
7. 1 water proving machine with pressing machines (for final pressing 

of finished cloth) 
8. and all necessary implements 

At the New Factory (Stanton’s Higher Factory) 

1. 4 broad weaving looms (broadcloth power looms) 
2. 3 cutting machines (like a cylinder lawn mower, for cutting smooth the 

raised nap on  cloth) 
3. 1 steam brusher and boiler (for the use of brushers to finish cloth) 
4. 1 taking-up brusher (as above) 
5. 3 card(ing) engines (for combing wool into sheets from which rovings 

are made) 
6. 7 scribbling engines (for preparing fleeces by opening up, ready for 

the carders) 
7. 2 water boilers of 100 spills capacity each (for treating spun yarn) 
8. 1 jack billy (obsolete by 1847, for preparing rovings from the combed 

sheets which emerged from early carding machine; the rovings are 
strips of combed woollen ready for the spinning process. This was 
likely to have been a hand-worked machine. Later carders did the 
whole task from fleece to rovings) 
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9. 2  x 20 spindle skeiners (for winding plied yarn into skeins 
10. 1 cleaning machine (for scouring fleeces) 
11. 1 wood mill (for grinding dyestuffs imported as wood logs or chips, 

such as fustic yellow)  
12. 1 tucker (a somewhat more modern machine for fulling cloth than 

fulling stocks) 
13. and all necessary equipment. 

At the Oil Mill (ie Higher Mill/Colway Mill) 

14. 4 stocks and feet (fulling stocks, with a foot, or wooden mallet driven 
by a cam to pound cloth) 
15. and all other necessary equipment. 

 
A study of the equipment at the Esgair Moel Woollen Mill (Jenkins 1975) is 
most helpful in understanding the inventory list above. However, there is no 
mention of napping gigs, which used teasels to raise the surface of the cloth, 
but a gigshed was mentioned the 1838 sale. Like Esgair Moel, no steam 
power was involved, and the small jennies involved could have been hand 
pushed, although with powered spindles.  
 
Whatever happened to the machinery is unknown, except that a part of a 
spinning jenny was found in the garden of Silk Mill Cottage, next to the Old 
Factory site in Mill Green in 2011. The owner of the cottage has kindly 
donated it to the Museum. The only known relict of the Lim Valley woollen 
industry, other than buildings and weirs, it has been identified by the Welsh 
National Woollen Museum as one of the moving arms which guide the yarn 
evenly across the take-up bobbins.  
 
Hooke must have bought the buildings, for in 1854 he conveyed them to 
Edward Ensor senior for £200 who later sold a moiety (half-share) to O’Kelly 
Templer, who sold this to the Cox & Williams Bank in 1867. Walter Banfield 
Wallis, miller and Lyme businessman, finally acquires all the buildings by 1869 
(D/LRM). In 1854 the Lawton family start their silk throwing business in Lyme, 
renting the mills first from O’Kelly Templer and Edward Ensor and later from 
Wallis (see Paper 1: Silk Throwing). 
 
What happened to the Partners? 
Edward Ensor remained in Derbyshire looking after his fireclay interests, but 
retained a property interest in the factories until 1867. His son Edward settled 
briefly in South Africa, returned to Derbyshire, finally immigrated to New 
Zealand, became an ordained Anglican priest and died there on 9 Nov 1907. 
John S Hooke was Mayor of Lyme in 1848. He was manager of the branch of 
the Cox & Williams Bank in Lyme and shared shipping interests with Samuel 
England, who was also proprietor of the baths, library and ships (Electoral Roll 
1859). In his retirement Hooke and his wife, Mary Ann neé England, followed 
their two eldest sons and many other family members to Melbourne in 1855, 
where one of his sons became Mayor of the City of Hawthorn, and as a 
property developer, built my daughter’s house. The Glydes are not seen again 
in Lyme, William Senior dying soon after to be buried in Chard. The Stantons 
sold their Loud’s Woollen Mill, Fordington, Dorchester in 1864. 
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The Waterside Factory or Blanket Mill, Uplyme 
Much less information is available about Waterside Factory than the mills at 
Lyme, possibly because it was owned by the Boons throughout and was 
never leased or sold. When it burned down in 1866 its records may have been 
destroyed. The following advertisement is the only hard evidence for what was 
being produced – and this may only be true for 1858, just before closure. As 
explained above, the sub title “Blanket Mill” may also mean that coat cloth was 
produced. As with the Lyme factories, no samples of cloth appear to have 
survived. 
 

  Pulman’s 5th Oct 1858 
 
Waterside is strongly reputed to have produced serge, the latter dyed using 
Turkey Red to produce military uniforms and the uniforms of Queen Victoria’s 
footmen. It is also said that earlier scarlet serge for Queen Elizabeth I’s 
military uniforms were made here. Serge is a thick woollen cloth, heavily felted 
and napped after weaving. Leather curing, stretching and tanning was also 
carried out, and the house called Millstream below Waterside is thought by 
some to have been the curing house (Uplyme WI 1982). The advertisement 
above also includes fellmongering, the unsavoury but necessary trade of 
dealing with fallen animals unfit for the human food chain. All these activities 
are heavily polluting, particularly the complex process of using Turkey Red, so 
Waterside cannot, unless extreme care was taken, have been very good for 
the River Lim, which was the water supply for the poorer parts of Lyme. 
 
Undercutting by cheaper shoddy-rich Yorkshire cloths and changing demand, 
brought about by changes in fashion, were the fundamental reasons for the 
decline of these mills, yet maybe Waterside was managing to buck the trend, 
surviving on its reputation for military serge or blankets until it was burned 
down. The fire was caused by the newly installed steam engine, indicating 
development, not retraction, and suggesting the installation of new machinery 
beyond the power output of the waterwheel, such as power looms.  
 
At the Siege of Lyme in 1644 the Waterside Factory would have likely to have 
been used, maybe severely plundered, by occupying Royalist forces, being 
not far inside their front line.  
 
Waterside was later run by several generations of Boons, who owned it, their 
houses and some worker’s cottages, together with 5 hectares of the land and 
orchards, making it more secure than the partly leased Lyme cloth mills. The 
various Boons lived at Waterside House and in the houses at Tappers Knapp 
now amalgamated as Mona House, which was also a post office and shop. 
Weavers lived at Factory House, Brookside and Honeysuckle Cottage and in 
a cottage, now demolished, in the garden of Pitt White. At some time one of 
the Boons lived at Millstream, at other times factory workers lived there. They 
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owned orchards, pasture and drying or tenter grounds between all these 
properties. Trade directories show that Waterside was owned by James & 
William Boon. William Boon is also shown as a draper in Broad St. These 
Boons can be traced in census returns, made difficult by three generations of 
James Boons. In the early nineteenth century another Boon, John was a 
partner with Henry Stanton in leasing the Old Factory at Lyme. He had lived at 
Lynch Villa, Uplyme, opposite Solway (marked on the map extract below) by 
Tappers Knapp. Family research by Ros Boon suggests that part at least of 
the Boon household was more of a community than a family, further 
complicating researches as to who was actually related to who and how. 
 

 
Brookside Cottage, before the fire which destroyed it in 1996 

 
The water supply system for the waterwheel can be readily traced on the 
ground: parts of it are still carrying water. The 1809 OS map shows feeds from 
the three valleys upstream powering the factory. The 1840 Tithe Map shows 
more detail. The mill leat runs back to the River Lim at Venlake, where a 
reversal of flow and major redirection of the river achieved feeds from three 
branches of the Lim’s headwaters, the Holcombe, Yawl and Rocombe 
branches. A stone sluice chamber still exists at the back of the old cricket 
pavilion at Uplyme – it controlled the reversible section. The leat is largely 
extant from the Village Hall to the Factory, but de-watered, except for a short 
stretch near the main road and around one side of the Village Hall car park.  
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The stone control sluice in Venlake field at the back of the old Uplyme & 
Lyme Regis Cricket Pavilion: this controlled the level of the 
Holcombe/Cannington branch of the Waterside Factory leat system, and 
allowed overflow to re-join the River Lim via the channel on the right. When 
stop boards were inserted in this structure, the impounded water would flow 
towards the top of the image: currently it flows in the opposite direction, as 
can be seen. 
 

 

 
The Waterside Leat crosses 
Church Street, Uplyme and runs 
past a terrace of cottages (left) 
before entering the woodland 
known at The Glen, running parallel 
to the public footpath, which once 
crossed it on a timber bridge 
halfway to Springhead Road. From 
Springhead Road it ran past 
Waterside House and Pit White to 
the waterwheel pit, which still exists 
but is now occupied by a lean-to 
bungalow filling the space, 
although the axle bearing and the 
cast-iron launder supports could be 
seen in 2002.  
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From the waterwheel a tail race led into a tunnel under Millstream and 
emptied into the ancient leat feeding The Old Mill (Uplyme corn mill), with an 
overflow weir (once sometimes known as Uplyme Waterfall) below 
Honeysuckle Cottage. Blocks of fallen masonry in the river below the cottage 
are the remains of this, whilst stone rip-rap can still be seen in the bed of the 
river, placed to prevent erosion by the force of the overflow. A postcard in the 
Museum shows the arrangement clearly:  
 

 
“Uplyme Waterfall”, or the overflow weir at the point below Honeysuckle 
Cottage where the tail race of Waterside Mill once ran on (to the right) to 
become the mill leat for Uplyme Old Mill. The weir collapsed into the river and 
now consists of blocks of masonry resting on rip-rap, the stone-paved bed of 
the river designed to harmlessly break the force of falling water. The house 
called Millstream lies beyond, under which the tail race ran in a tunnel. There 
is very little sign of these water channels today. 
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Detail of the Waterside Factory in 1840 

 
The wool is reputed to have been spun, dyed, woven and teasel-napped at 
the factory and Fullers Teasels are reputed to have been grown at Westhill, 
above Holcombe. It should be noted that Fuller’s Teasels are quite unlike 
common garden or wild teasels, the seed heads are longer and have very 
strong and sharp hooks that catch the fibres. A large barn by Waterside was 
said to be used for cloth drying adjacent to the tenter grounds: the factory 
enclosure is named “Factory and Drying Ground” on the Tithe Map 
apportionment. There is no mention of a fulling mill: it maybe that cloth was 
taken by packhorse to Horn Tavern Mill, later Colway Mill for this operation. 
 
In 1866 expansion must have been planned, requiring more power, possibly 
to bring weaving within the factory on new power looms. But the boiler’s fire 
caused the factory to be burnt down, although a forge and carpenter’s shop 
remained, now gone. Fire was a common hazard at woollen mills with wooden 
floors, soaked with oil after the installation of machinery, causing acceleration 
of any small fire. The weight of machinery readily collapsed the burning, 
weakened wooden floors to the ground in a flaming mass. An article of 29th 
March 1866 in the Dorset County Chronicle stated: 

 
About two o’clock on Monday morning last flames were discovered 
issuing from the roof of the cloth factory at Uplyme, belonging to Mr 
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James Boon. The fire raged with tremendous fury, and about three 
o’clock the roof fell in with a tremendous crash, burying all the valuable 
machinery, manufactured goods and other contents. More terrible 
consequences would doubtless have resulted had not the engineer had 
the presence of mind to knock the taps out of the stream-engine boiler, 
which, but for this would probably have burst. As it was the greatest 
alarm was spread throughout the neighbourhood, and people soon 
came pouring to the spot from Lyme and the rest of the surrounding 
districts. The factory is completely levelled. All the complicated and 
valuable machinery lies wreck(ed). The factory was worked partly by 
steam and partly by water, and the fires were usually kept in on 
Sundays, so as to cause no delay in commencing work on Monday 
morning. It is supposed that some accident occurred at the furnace, but 
in what manner is quite inexplicable, as the building was soon in a 
mass of flame from the oil used….Nothing remains now but the for 
walls and a mass of machinery plied in indescribable confusion, with a 
few charred beams. We regret to hear that Mr James Boon is only 
partially insured, and his loss is rendered heavier by the fact of his 
having very lately in procuring and arranging new machinery.  

 
On 20th March James Boon II inserted an advertisement in the same 
newspaper thanking profusely Alliance, his insurers, for paying out in full and 
saying that the operations at Uplyme were suspended for the time being, but 
that the wool stapling and dealing business will carry on. In fact Boon 
transferred his activities to Axminster, dealing in wool and agricultural 
implements and the Waterside Factory never restarted.  
 
In south west England woollen cloth production was maintained in only a few 
places since the 19th century, such as Stroud, Bradford on Avon and Fox’s 
factories at Wellington and at Coldharbour Mill, Uffculme. The latter is now 
preserved as a working woollen factory and can be seen in operation on a 
limited number of days a year.  
 
The nearest fully commercial integrated small woollen mills still in operation 

are in Wales, for example Melin Wlân Bryncir (Brynkir Woollen Mill), near 

Porthmadog, which produces Welsh flannel, rugs and bedspreads, whilst 

working 1840s machinery can be seen at the re-located Melin Wlân Esgair 

Moel at the Welsh Folk Museum near Cardiff and at the Welsh National 
Woollen Museum at Drefach-Felindre in Carmarthenshire. Generally the 
machinery is of Yorkshire manufacture, such as Dobcross and Hattersley 
Power Looms. Fully working fulling stocks, knapping gigs with set teasels, a 
spinning mule, scribbler carders and a tenter rack can be seen at Drefach- 
Felindre. 
 
Workers at the Waterside Factory 
Waterside Factory seems to have been a small operation. Census returns 
may not be a good indicator: the first detailed return was in 1841 and not all 
occupations or birthplaces are given. For Uplyme “in village” was a common 
address and there are legibility issues. The census might not indicate 
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outworkers or part-time workers, and some cloth workers might have walked 
from or to Lyme.  
 
In 1841 12 workers are recorded in the census return, with an average age of 
37.5, all but one live close by the factory. Two are shown as wool pickers, one 
a warper, one a weaver and the rest simply work at the factory. The youngest 
was 10, but generally the workers are middle-aged, so the Factory Act 
regulations were not being broken.  
 
By 1851 8 employees are indicated, four weavers, one spinner, one feeder 
and one brusher and James Boon I, manufacturer of cloth. The average age 
was 49, and no children are employed, although workers more could be 
walking from Lyme as the cloth mills there closed in 1846.  
 
By 1861 the number in work is still 8, James Boon II was running the factory, 
with his sons James and his orphaned nephew George as assistants. One 
weaver, one woolsorter, one labourer are noted, with possibly John Murls, a 
weaver, now walking from Jericho in Lyme, having formerly lived at Brookside 
(now Brook Cottage and rebuilt after a fire). The rest are given as workers in 
the cloth factory.  
 
All are gone by the 1871 census, confirming the closure of the factory and the 
transfer of the remaining wool stapling business to Axminster. 
 

 
 
Map on previous page - Extract from the Uplyme Tithe Map, 1841, showing the extent 
of the Boon Estate. Factory House stands at the entrance to the Factory and maybe is 
incorporated into the modern Pit White. The leat passes along Mill Lane past Brookside to the 
waterwheel at the Factory. Honeysuckle Cottage (new name) appears to the east of the 
Factory. The Boons lived at Millstream, between Honeysuckle and the Factory, at Waterside, 
the largest house shown and at what is now called Mona House, by the crossroads. 
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The Mills Described – a walking trail from the Museum 
About one and a half hours, longer if extended to Uplyme village, from which a 
No 31 bus runs hourly from outside the Talbot Arms to Lyme Regis (every 
other hour on Sundays). No food at the pub on Mondays, tea and coffee at 
village shop. Sunday lunch needs to be booked in advance. 
 
From the Museum turn left into Bridge Street and immediately right into 
Coombe Street. Walk up the street ignoring Mill Lane on the left, which leads 
to Town Mill, a corn mill.  
 
Continue along Coombe Street, this part is the former Horse Street. You are 
entering the area where many of the cloth workers lived, in the side streets, 
cottages and courts. Some cottages have large windows on the upper floors, 
suggesting outworker weaver’s cottages, but these are not the long garret 
windows seen in West Yorkshire weaver’s cottages. Photographs show that 
window openings here and in Mill Green have often been changed more than 
once. 
 
Pass Dinosaurland, the former Coombe Street Congregational Chapel where 
many cloth workers would have worshipped, although the clothiers were 
Wesleyan Methodists or Anglicans. Stop at Gosling Bridge, over the River 
Lim. Weaver’s Cottage, on the right just before the bridge, is a new name, but 
is nevertheless a typical old Lyme cottage of the sort that cloth workers would 
have lived in. 
 

Another possible weaver’s cottage at 15 Coombe Street, 
with a wide upstairs window which could have lit a handloom 
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On the Bridge, look up to your right to the Drying Stove, pictured here from 
the other side.  This is known locally as the Round House. 
 

 
The Drying Stove or Round House 

 
This circular stone building, originally with a slated conical roof, was 
apparently built to dry fleeces. Known locally as the Round Tower, it was long 
thought in Lyme to be a steam fulling tower. An 1801 insurance schedule 
describes it as a woollen drying stove and Wilson (1989) describes similar 
stone towers in the Stroud Valley woollen district of Gloucestershire. 
Essentially these round towers consist of two or three stories with a central 
cast iron stove on the ground floor and slatted wooden floors above. On these 
floors were wooden racks to hold the drying fleeces. Drying stoves also occur 
in the West Riding, but the listed one at Armley Mills, Leeds is brick built, 
rectangular and contained several iron stoves.  
 
On the 1844 Tithe Apportionment William Glyde leased the stove from the 
Henley Estate. The slate roof was still intact in a 1939 photograph reproduced 
by the Bridport News in 1989. It is now a ruin, 5.5m internal diameter with 
walls 45cm thick standing to the rotted-out wall plate 3.6m above the ground. 
It shows signs of imminent collapse at the wooden lintel spanning the 
entrance. Inside, the rubble Lias walls show the rotted-out supports for a floor 
or machinery, about 1.8m above current ground level, from which the walls 
extend upwards another 1.8m or so. Now look up the river.  
 
The last part of the Old Factory to remain can be seen, almost hidden in the 
valley. This is the newest part rebuilt after the fire of 1841, now rendered, 
creamy buff painted two-storey solidly-built stone mill building under a slate 
roof. The hatches to the side held back a section of the Lim to Jordan Flats. 
The Mill was probably powered by a breastshot wheel, centrally placed. After 
closure in 1847 this became one of the silk throwing mills, then auction rooms 
and stores. It is now two flats. At just 15 x 11 metres it was a very small textile 
mill. All the other parts of the Old Factory were demolished by 1880 except 
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the high wall against Mill Green and the corner supporting Silk Mill Cottage, 
which is now the very last remnant. A 1920s photographs shows the gable 
wall against Mill Green with an iron roof. 
 

 
The remaining mill building at the Old Factory, now painted creamy buff 

 
Turn right over the Bridge into Mill Green. The houses on the left are a factory 
group where many workers lived, including the clothiers Edward Ensor and 
William Glyde in No. 10 (the best one with the fine door case) and in the 
adjacent No. 1 Dolphin Cottages, latterly part of the former Dolphin Inn. All of 
22 factory houses built after the 1801 fire still remain in Mill Green. 
 
No. 10 is directly opposite the Factory Garden, now built over. Through the 
gaps between the houses and the arch at Gosling Court you can glimpse the 
remaining mill of the Old Factory, but please do not intrude. 
 
By Silk Mill Cottage (a new name), where Mill Green bends to the left, you can 
see the corner of the wall of the demolished Cloth Manufactory on the Old 
Factory site mentioned above, still supporting the cottage. This was the four-
story mill in the 1847 sale notice. 
 
Continue along Mill Green to the long ford. The tall house on the left, beyond 
Gosling Close, is the old British School, the non-sectarian elementary school, 
which cloth workers’ children would have attended. On the right, over the 
concrete bridge is the New Factory, built by or for the Henry Stanton between 
1806 and 1824. The wheel was overshot, at the far end, and its leat system, 
overflow and tail race can still be seen with care. Now Jordan Flats, after 
having been a silk mill and then the White Rose Steam Laundry. Orginally 
there was only a footbridge over the river, the supports for which can be seen.  
 
Walk along the riverside path past the 110 metre-long ford, one of the longest 
in England, crossing the river by the footbridge at the far end of the ford. The 
leat ran behind the bungalows on your right, but please don’t try and find it. 
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Reaching the New Factory weir, cross the new Woodmead Road and 
continue along the riverside along Windsor Terrace. The leat to the New 
Factory started at the arched culvert is still visible a few yards upstream from 
the weir. 

                    
The New Factory, Stanton’s Higher Factory now Jordan Flats 

 
Looking straight ahead the Oil Mill, Colway Mill or the Higher Mill, now 
Higher Mill Flats can be seen in the distance. The tail race can be seen 
entering the river just upstream from a concrete bridge to a house on the 
opposite bank. Here Glyde & Co had their fulling stocks, the feet of which 
were driven by a cam on a shaft driven by an overshot wheel on the end of 
the building away from the river.  
 

 
Colway Mill today, as Higher Mill Flats. The waterwheel was  
on the right hand side and the drained mill pond lies behind. 
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This had been a linseed crushing mill before 1831, when it was in ruins. After 
fulling, it was briefly a twine, cordage and sailcloth factory and later generated 
electricity for Lyme, but for much of its history it was derelict. The edge of the 
Millpond is still present, but please do not try and find it as it is in a private 
garden. A set of large Victorian keys, labelled in Victorian script “keys to the 
oil mills at Lyme”, is the Museum. 

 
Continue past the Mill up the riverside road, noting the Millpond overflow just 
past the Mill. This is a good section of the river to see Dippers and 
Kingfishers. Just before Horn Bridge notice the Oil Mill Leat on the right, now 
built up with concrete blocks, emerging under the main road.               

 
Cross the road, an old Roman branch road from Charmouth to Axmouth. This 
was once an important crossroads between the packhorse way from inland 
and the coastal main road. Horn Bridge is a medieval crossing with a tall, 
narrow arch, although now turned in brick. 
 

 
Horn Bridge – the Tavern and Mill lay to the right. 

 
Continue on the tarmac riverside road. On your right is Horn, built just behind 
the former Horn Tavern Mill. Apart from vague historic references going way 
back, little hard fact is known about this Mill, apart from mention in the Henley 
Estate papers as a mill and orchard in 1819 leased to Stanton & Co. It may 
have a long history as a medieval inn and tucking mill. The overflow from the 
Millpond, now vanished, is still visible and joins the leat to Colway or Higher 
Mill. It curves around the side of the new Horn house, as a garden feature 
which you can see through gaps in the hedge. Please do not enter the 
grounds of the house. Horn was a tucking mill, ie a mill to “full” woollen cloth 
by wetting, agitation, beating, washing and drying stretched to wooden frames 
on hooks, known as tenters. On the Tithe Apportionment of Map of 1844 
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William Glyde is still shown as leasing the Mill, but the fulling operation seems 
to have been removed to the Oil Mill. Soon afterwards Horn Tavern Mill 
disappears. Maybe it was leased to safeguard the water supply to the Oil Mill 
or maybe the Henley Estate would not separate the leases. 

  
To see the site of the Waterside Cloth Factory or Blanket Mill, walk on up 
the riverside tarmac track to Uplyme. Near where it becomes a path was the 
site of the failed Lyme Regis Coal Boring: things would be quite different if it 
had found workable coal.  
 
Bear left up the riverside path, crossing the river by the Weir at Middle Mill 
Farm. This is not a mill, just a farm between mills. The weir fed the leat to 
Horn Tavern Mill and Colway Mill. 
 
Continue through the kissing gate, across the grass field to another kissing 
gate at the far side. Cross the footbridge and turn left, going past the thatched 
Uplyme Old Mill, an old corn mill pictured in Beatrix Potter’s Little Pig 
Robinson. Crossing the site of the launder above its waterwheel walk on up 
the deeply cut path, part of the old packhorse road to Lyme. Imagine 
squeezing past ponies laden with bolts of cloth for export at the Cobb.  
 
Continue through the woodland and join at track by Honeysuckle Cottage to 
enter the grounds of Waterside Cloth Factory. Pass the cottage down on the 
left called Millstream, once the home of William Boon, one of the clothiers that 
owned the Factory. When the path divides, you come to the site of the 
Factory, the remains of which lie under and around the large Edwardian 
house in front of you, known as Pitt White. The cellars of the factory are under 
the garden, accessed by steps, and a wall carries cast-iron plates which bore 
the launder to the overshot water wheel, now hardly visible over a new fence. 
Small ponds, now garden features, are reputed locally to be dye pits. Please 
do not enter the garden, but take the left fork of the path and walk down to the 
river. The bridge is barricaded and cannot be now be crossed, as the retaining 
walls of the deep chasm it crosses were damaged in the 2012-2013 floods. 
This area would have been a hive of activity, with more workers cottages and 
tenter grounds.  
 
Return to the path fork and turn left. Continue to Springhead Road passing 
Pitt White, which may incorporate part of the Factory House. Brookside, on 
the left, is a thatched weaver’s cottage rebuilt after a recent fire. The much 
altered Waterside House, another Boon house, is the black and white building 
on your right. The leat ran along Mill Lane on your right. At Springhead Road, 
by the Edward 7th Royal Mail letterbox, turn left and cross the deep river 
chasm by the ancient road bridge. This was the coach road into Lyme before 
the turnpike and Jane Austen describes the steep descent of Springhead Hill 
on the coach from Bath. More Boons lived at Mona House by the Lyme-
Axminster main road at the top of the hill. To cut short, you can hail the hourly 
No 31 bus back to Lyme from here – the stop is a few yards along the road 
towards Uplyme.  
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OR return back to the road bridge and turn left into the wooded path known as 
The Glen. The path leads to Uplyme, where there is a village pub, church and 
shop. On the way you will see the clear remains of the Waterside leat system 
along the path side just before Church Street -notice the leat clipping the side 
of the cottages. Turn right for Uplyme Church, left for the pub, shop and bus 
stop. 
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